3rd grade On-line Learning and Assessment Skills

General:
• Log onto an online system using a unique ID and password
• Mouse, Track Pad, Touch Screen use
• Read and navigate digital texts
• Point and click to select an answer
• Navigate a web browser
• Confirm answer choices before moving on.
• Read dialogue boxes and respond to warnings (eg: "Are you sure you want to submit your answer?")

Reading/Writing:
• Scroll a web page (vertically and horizontally)
• Back space, enter key
• Click in specified location
• Next and back buttons
• Copy and paste (ctrl c, ctrl v)
• Highlight text (click and drag to highlight)
• Read and navigate digital texts and respond to questions in digital form
• Compose (type) directly on assessment
• Use information from printed text (scratch paper) to answer questions digitally
• Nature of a form box (text may disappear)
• Expand and collapse a passage or window frame
• Flag or bookmark
• Compose digitally from printed text (graphic organizer/notes) - plan, draft, and revise responses
• Navigate multiple browser windows/columns
• Utilize tools such as spell check, grammar check, online glossaries and dictionaries to write digitally (also know when not to use them)

Speaking & Listening:
• Interact with digital media (pause, play, stop, adjust volume)
• Adjust volume on computer and use headphones.
• Answer comprehension questions from a video (as a class and individually)

Math:
• Click, drag, double click
• Experience online virtual manipulatives
• Count small places (fraction number lines) with a mouse.
• Track- multiple problems with single set of directions on a screen
• Transfer numbers accurately from screen to scratch paper
• Read numbers and text from one area and type into another.
• Use of interactive tools (drawing, models, manipulatives)
• Use of mathematical symbols (+, -, \times, /) in responses
4th grade On-line Learning and Assessment Skills

General:
- Log onto an online system using a unique ID and password
- Mouse, Track Pad, Touch Screen use
- Read and navigate digital texts
- Point and click to select an answer
- Navigate a web browser
- Confirm answer choices before moving on.
- Read dialogue boxes and respond to warnings (e.g. “Are you sure you want to submit your answer?”
- Use Help/Hint button for directions

Reading/Writing:
- Scroll a web page (vertically and horizontally)
- Back space, enter key
- Click in specific location
- Next and back buttons
- Copy and paste (ctrl c, ctrl v)
- Highlight text (click and drag to highlight)
- Read and navigate digital texts and respond to questions in digital form.
- Compose (type) directly on assessment
- Use information from printed text (scratch paper) to answer questions digitally
- Nature of a form box (text may disappear)
- Expand and collapse a passage or window frame
- Flag or bookmark
- Compose digitally from printed text (graphic organizer/notes) - plan, draft, and revise responses
- Navigate multiple browser windows/columns
- Utilize tools such as spell check, grammar check, online glossaries and dictionaries to write digitally (also know when not to use them)

Speaking & Listening:
- Interact with digital media (pause, play, stop, adjust volume)
- Adjust volume on computer and use headphones
- Answer comprehension questions from a video (as a class and individually)

Math:
- Click, drag, double click
- Experience online virtual manipulatives
- Count small places (fraction number lines) with a mouse
- Track- multiple problems with single set of directions on a screen
- Transfer numbers accurately from screen to scratch paper
- Read numbers and text from one area and type into another
- Use of interactive tools (drawing, models, manipulatives)
5th grade On-line Learning and Assessment Skills

General:
- Log onto an online system using a unique ID and password
- Mouse, Track Pad, Touch Screen use
- Read and navigate digital texts
- Point and click to select an answer
- Navigate a web browser
- Confirm answer choices before moving on
- Read dialogue boxes and respond to warnings (e.g. are you sure you want to submit your answers)
- Use Help/Hint button for directions

Reading/Writing:
- Scroll a web page (vertically and horizontally)
- Back space, enter key
- Click in specified location
- Next and back buttons
- Copy and paste (ctrl c, ctrl v)
- Highlight text (click and drag to highlight)
- Read and navigate digital texts and respond to questions in digital form.
- Compose (type) directly on assessment
- Use information from printed text (scratch paper) to answer questions digitally
- Nature of a form box (text may disappear)
- Expand and collapse a passage or window frame
- Flag or bookmark
- Compose digitally from printed text (graphic organizer/notes) - plan, draft, and revise responses
- Navigate multiple browser windows/columns
- Utilize tools such as spell check, grammar check, online glossaries and dictionaries to write digitally (also know when not to use them)

Speaking & Listening:
- Interact with digital media (pause, play, stop, adjust volume)
- Adjust volume on computer and using headphones
- Answer comprehension questions from a video (as a class and individually)

Math:
- Click, drag, double click
- Experience online virtual manipulatives
- Count small places (fraction number lines) with a mouse
- Track- multiple problems with single set of directions on a screen
- Transfer numbers accurately from screen to scratch paper
- Read numbers and text from one area and type into another
- Use of interactive tools (drawing, models, manipulatives)
6th grade On-line Learning and Assessment Skills

General:
- Log onto an online system using a unique ID and password
- Mouse, Track Pad, Touch Screen use
- Read and navigate digital texts
- Point and click to select an answer
- Navigate a web browser
- Confirm answer choices before moving on.
- Read dialogue boxes and respond to warnings (e.g. "Are you sure you want to submit your answer?")
- Use Help/hint button for directions

Reading/Writing:
- Scroll a web page (vertically and horizontally)
- Back space, enter key
- Click in specified location
- Next and back buttons
- Copy and paste (ctrl c, ctrl v)
- Highlight text (click and drag to highlight)
- Read and navigate digital texts and respond to questions in digital form
- Compose (type) directly on assessment
- Use information from printed text (scratch paper) to answer questions digitally
- Nature of a form box (text may disappear)
- Expand and collapse a passage or window frame
- Flag or bookmark
- Compose digitally from printed text (graphic organizer/notes) - plan, draft, and revise responses
- Navigate multiple browser windows/columns
- Utilize tools such as spell check, grammar check, online glossaries and dictionaries to write digitally (also know when not to use them)

Speaking & Listening:
- Interact with digital media (pause, play, stop, adjust volume)
- Adjust volume on computer and use headphones
- Answer comprehension questions from a video (as a class and individually)

Math:
- Click, drag, double click
- Experience online virtual manipulatives
- Count small places (fraction number lines) with a mouse
- Track- multiple problems with single set of directions on a screen
- Transfer numbers accurately from screen to scratch paper
- Read numbers and text from one area and type into another
- Use of interactive tools (drawing, models, manipulatives)
- Use of online calculator